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Fedmine's mission is to bring accurate information, unmatched
transparency and clear accountability to the world of government
contracts.
Founded in 2004, we provide agencies, prime contractors and
support firms convenient, simplified access to the best federal
contract data sets available anywhere.

What We Do
Our online platform analyzes and simplifies the increasingly complex federal
business landscape in real time, providing you the visibility you need into your
addressable market of business opportunities. With Fedmine, you’re able to:
•

Monitor federal spending by industry, geography or
socioeconomic status

•
•

•

Dissect competition, quickly comprehend agency
markets, drill down to key contacts, and download
information or share it with peers

Receive daily alerts based on awarded contracts
within your addressable market

•

Identify teaming partners and joint ventures, then
confidently reach out armed with in-formation from
the most coveted Company Profiles in the market

Conduct fast Super Searches, create custom keyword
alerts, discover subcontractors at the task order level,
with complete comprehension of what matters most

•

Build a pipeline with addressable re-compete and
newly forecasted solicitations
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•

•

•

Customized keyword searches to understand who’s
winning federal contracts
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made to your competitors with task order detail
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status, place of performance, industry, company size

and more
•
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•
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Key Clauses

•Changes
•Defective Specifications
•Differing Site Conditions
•Delays (v. Disruption)
•Suspension

Goals
•Complete Performance – Get the Job Done!
•Build a Positive Past Performance Record

• Address and Remedy Issues
• Avoid or Resolve Disagreements and Disputes
• Avoid Conflict

•Preserve Your Claim Rights

How To Reach Those Goals
• Differentiate Between Types of Issues/Problems
• Familiarize Yourself With the Corresponding FAR Provisions
• Recognize the “Trigger” Moments, and What they Trigger
• Know Your Rights and Limitations, Obligations
• Engage in Open and Honest, Prompt Communication

Changes
• The Changes Clause Governs All Changes
• Most Federal contracts will explicitly include the
Changes Clause (limited exceptions: OTAs, etc.)
• … and even if they don’t, the changes clause is
generally read into every Federal government
contract (due to Christian Doctrine)
• The Federal Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) includes
several versions of the Changes Clause

What is a “Change?”
• A “Change” occurs any time the contracting officer requires a
contractor to perform work beyond the contract requirements
• Two kinds of “Changes”

• An express change is one requested by the Contracting Officer,
often through a Request For Proposal (“RFP”)
But also…
• A constructive change occurs when the Contracting Officer
impliedly orders a change to the contract, whether by
direction or by interpretation of the contract terms

Express Changes
FAR § 52.243-4(a) states:
• The Contracting Officer may, at any time, without notice to the sureties,
if any, by written order designated or indicated to be a change order,
make changes in the work within the general scope of the contract,
including changes —
•
•
•
•

In the specifications (including drawings and designs)
In the method or manner of performance of the work
In the Government-furnished property or services
Directing acceleration in the performance of the work

Questions and Common
Mistakes – Express Changes
• When the Government issues an RFP does that mean you can
proceed with the work in the RFP?
• When the Government issues an RFP does that mean that
you can stop performance of the work that might be
changed?

Constructive Changes
FAR § 52.243-4(b) states:
• Any other written or oral order (which, as used in this paragraph (b),
includes direction, instruction, interpretation, or determination) from the
Contracting Officer that causes a change shall be treated as a change
order under this clause . .
Many contractors fail to appreciate when this type of change is being
made

Constructive Changes
Remote Access Example
• Contract allowed contractor to perform software updates to government
computer system remotely
• New personnel took control of the Government network after contract
award
• New personnel refused to grant the contractor remote access
• Contractor had to employ a subcontractor to perform the work locally
• A change to means and methods

Constructive Changes
Outlet Example
• Contract required a certain number of electrical outlets per square meter
of office “space”
• Contractor interpreted this to require so many outlets per square meter
of office space across the entire building
• Government personnel interpreted this to require so many outlets per
square meter of space per office, rounded up, which resulted in the
installation of many more outlets

So What?
• FAR § 52.243-4(d): If any change under this clause causes an increase or
decrease in the Contractor's cost of, or the time required for, the
performance of any part of the work . . . the Contracting Officer shall
make an equitable adjustment and modify the contract in writing…
HOWEVER…
• Preservation of rights requires that you satisfy requirements, including
notice requirements
• Notice requirements differ depending on factual circumstances, type of
change

Changes Clause
Notice Requirements
Notice is required under FAR § 52.243-4(b) (but not a)
• Any other written or oral order (which, as used in this paragraph
(b), includes direction, instruction, interpretation, or
determination) from the Contracting Officer that causes a change
shall be treated as a change order under this clause; provided,
that the Contractor gives the Contracting Officer written notice
stating (1) the date, circumstances, and source of the order and
(2) that the Contractor regards the order as a change order

Let’s Return to Our
Remote Access Example
• Contract planned to perform software updates to government computer
system remotely
• New personnel took control of the Government network after contract
award and refused to grant the contractor remote access
• Contractor had to employ a subcontractor to perform the work locally
• What if the contractor never informed the government that it considered
this a change, and just went forward with hiring the sub; claimed damages
after performance was over…

Questions and Common
Mistakes - Notice
• When the Government issues an RFP are you required to provide notice
of the change?
• When the Contracting Officer directs additional work, do you need to
provide notice that it is a change?
• Do you need to provide notice when you believe that the Contracting
Officer’s interpretation of the Contract will require you to perform
additional work/constitutes a change?

Notice Mythbusters
• “I do not need to provide notice when the Government
already knows” -- FALSE.
• Actual knowledge can in limited circumstances be a substitute for contractual
notice but often has to be proven in court. Use best efforts to provide written
and preferably formal notice (Serial letters; emails; meeting minutes)

Notice Mythbusters
• “The Government will believe that a notice of a change

is intended to start a dispute” -- FALSE.
• You have the power to set the tone

• Approach notice of a change not as the start of a dispute, but simply as another
part of reasonable contract administration
• Avoid personal attacks or accusations of bad faith
• If you do not believe there is a contractual basis for the contracting officer’s
direction, then request an explanation. Often a dispute can be avoided if the
contracting officer can be convinced to share his/her rationale

A Note About
Prosecution of Work
• The Disputes Clause, FAR § 52.233-1(i), states: “The Contractor shall
proceed diligently with performance of this contract, pending final
resolution of any request for relief, claim, appeal, or action arising under
the contract, and comply with any decision of the Contracting Officer.”
• Unlike a private construction contract, government contractors are
legally obligated to proceed with disputed work even if they have not
received payment. If the contracting officer directs you to proceed, you
cannot refuse to do so.

Questions and Common
Mistakes – Prosecution of Work
• When the Contracting Officer interprets the contract, is that a direction
to proceed with the work that you must obey?
• When the Contracting officer directs additional work, or interprets the
contract in such a way that will require additional work, can you proceed
with the work?
• Can you refuse to proceed without payment?
• When the COR directs additional work, or interprets the contract in such
a way that will require additional work, can you proceed with the work?

A Note About Authority
• Only a Contracting Officer has Authority to Change the Contract
• FAR § 43.102 states:
• (a) Only contracting officers acting within the scope of their authority
are empowered to execute contract modifications on behalf of the
Government. Other Government personnel shall not—
• (1) Execute contract modifications;
• (2) Act in such a manner as to cause the contractor to believe that
they have authority to bind the Government; or
• (3) Direct or encourage the contractor to perform work that should
be the subject of a contract modification

A Note About Authority
COR
• May not be delegated responsibility to perform functions that have
been delegated to a contract administration office [to the ACO], but
may be assigned some duties by the contracting officer
• Has no authority to make any commitments or changes that affect
price, quality, quantity, delivery, or other terms and conditions of the
contract nor in any way direct the contractor or its subcontractors to
operate in conflict with the contract terms and conditions

Let’s Return to Our
Outlet Example
• Contract required a certain number of electrical outlets per square meter of
office “space”
• Contractor interpreted this to require so many outlets per square meter of
office space across the entire building while Government personnel
interpreted this to require so many outlets per square meter of space per
office, rounded up, which resulted in the installation of many more outlets
• What if the “Government personnel” referenced above was a COR? Should
the contractor proceed to do the work in line with his/her direction?

Communication is
Key to Avoiding Conflict
• Honest and courteous communication about a potential change as soon
as it comes up is the best way to avoid conflict over that change
• The contract governs what is and what is not a change — the parties can
often avoid a dispute altogether by simply consulting the contract
together
• Many times the government may not realize that it is directing work that
(the contractor believes) is not required by the contract

Changes Clause –
Broader Implications
• Other Common Claim Bases Under Changes “Umbrella”
• Defective Specifications
• Delays

Defective Specifications
•The Changes clause, FAR 52.243-4(d) states:
• . . . In the case of defective specifications for which the
Government is responsible, the equitable adjustment
shall include any increased cost reasonably incurred by
the Contractor in attempting to comply with the
defective specifications.

Defective Specifications
• The law is clear that the government warrants design
specifications, and if such specifications are deficient, the
government bears the risk.
• In general, in order for a contractor to recover an equitable
adjustment it must demonstrate that the specification is a
design specification, not a performance specification, and
that such design specification is defective or impossible to
perform.
• Big Chief Drilling Co. v. United States, 26 Cl. Ct. 1276, 1293–94
(1992)

Defective Specifications
• Design specifications set forth in detail the materials to
be employed and the manner in which the work is to be
performed, and the contractor is required to follow
them as one would a road map.
• Performance specifications simply set forth an
objective or end result to be achieved, and the
contractor may select the means of accomplishing the
task.

Defective Specifications –
Damages

• Costs incurred to repair or replace defective work
resulting from a defective specification
• Costs incurred in attempting to comply with defective
specifications
• Costs incurred as a result of additional work required as
a result of a correction to a defective specification
• Costs incurred as a result of delays caused by a
defective specification

Defective Specifications
Pipe Example
• Contract called for a specific type/class of pipe to be used at
a specific depth
• The specified pipe was not appropriate for use at that depth
based on industry standards
• Pipe bowed, bent, broke, and needed to be reinstalled
• Contractor incurred damages.

Defective Specifications
Pipe Example - Hypotheticals
• What if the CO orally directed the contractor to install the
right class of pipe? COR?
• What about the latent/patent defect issue?

Questions and Common
Mistakes – Defective Specs
• If contractor discovers a defect in the specifications before it submits its
proposal, what should it do?
• Contractor is obligated to inform the Government about the defect before
submitting its proposal.

• If contractor discovers a defect in the specifications during performance,
is notice to the contracting officer required?
• Yes. Always.

• Is contractor obligated to proceed with the work that is not affected by
the defective specification?
• Yes. Always.

Differing Site Conditions
• There are two types of differing site conditions under FAR § 52.236-2.

• Type 1 occur where there are “subsurface or latent physical
conditions at the site which differ materially from those indicated
in this contract.”
• Type 2 occur where there are “unknown physical conditions at the
site, of an unusual nature, which differ materially from those
ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in
work of the character provided for in the contract.”

Differing Site Conditions
Type I
Elements:
• (1) A reasonable contractor reading the contract documents as a whole would interpret
them as making a representation as to the site conditions
• (2) The actual site conditions were not reasonably foreseeable to the contractor, with the
information available to the particular contractor outside the contract documents (i.e.,
reasonable foreseeability)
• (3) The particular contractor in fact relied on the contract representation
• (4) The conditions differed materially from those represented and …
• (5) The contractor suffered damages as a result.

Differing Site Conditions
Type II
• To prevail on a Type II DSC, the contractor must demonstrate the physical
condition was unknown, unusual, and differed materially from conditions
ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in the type of
work provided for in the contract. [The contractor] must show that prior
knowledge of the alleged DSC could not reasonably have been anticipated by
its study of the contract documents, its inspection of the site, and its general
experience as a contractor in the area.
• In Re Luhr Bros., Inc., ASBCA No. 52887, 01-2 B.C.A. (CCH) ¶ 31443 (May 31, 2001)

Differing Site Conditions
Notice
Notice to the Government is required before the work is performed
• FAR § 52.236-2 (a) states:
• The Contractor shall promptly, and before the conditions are disturbed, give a
written notice to the Contracting Officer . . .

• FAR § 52.236-2 (c) states:
• No request by the Contractor for an equitable adjustment to the contract under
this clause shall be allowed, unless the Contractor has given the written notice
required.

• Failure to provide written notice before performing the work may be
prejudicial to the Government.

Differing Site Conditions
Notice
• Always notify the Government in writing pre-bid if your inspection cannot
reach suspect conditions.
• Always provide notice as soon as the differing site condition is
encountered.
• Do not perform any work to mitigate a differing site condition until
directed to do so by the contracting officer.
• Do not refuse to perform work to mitigate a differing site condition when
directed to do so until you are paid for that work.

Differing Site Conditions
v. Defective Specification
• What is the difference between a differing site condition and a defective
specification?
• A differing site condition occurs when the physical conditions on the project site are
different from what was indicated in the plans and specs.
• A defective specification occurs when the plans and specs direct the contractor to
perform the work in a way that will not render a satisfactory result, often as a result
of failure to take into account the existing conditions on the ground.
• So a set of plans that indicates the wrong location for certain utility lines results in a
differing site condition claim
• But a set of plans that tells the contractor to install the wrong size pipe for the depth
of the line is a defective specification claim.

Delays
• Multiple Bases for an Equitable Adjustment for Delays
• The Changes clause provides for an equitable
adjustment for delays that results from changes
• The Differing Site Conditions clause (stay tuned!)
provides for an equitable adjustment that results from
an unforeseen site condition

Delays
• Distinguishing Delay from Disruption/Inefficiency
• Distinguishing Delay from Acceleration
• Distinguishing Delay from Constructive Suspension

Delays
• Compensable – Delay that is the fault of the Government alone. The
contractor is entitled to an equitable adjustment for time and money.
• Excusable – Delay that is caused by something beyond either parties’ control
(i.e. third-party actions, weather, acts of God). The contractor is entitled to an
equitable adjustment for time, but no money.
• Contractor-Caused – Delay that is caused by the contractor or its
subcontractors. The contractor is not entitled to time or money.
• Concurrent – Government caused delay which occurs at the same time as
contractor caused delay. These are treated as excusable delays and the
contractor is entitled to an equitable adjustment for time, but no money.

Delays
Only Delays on the Critical Path are Compensable or Excusable
• “A “critical path” is a way of grouping interrelated activities in a
construction project. A delay to an activity that is on the “critical path”
usually results in a corresponding delay to the completion of the project.
The reason that the determination of the critical path is crucial to the
calculation of delay damages is that only construction work on
the critical path had an impact upon the time in which the project was
completed.”

Delays
Inspection Delay Example
• Final Tests and Inspection clause required that the ACO be present during
certain testing.
• Another contract clause required weighing of the crane, but did not require
that the ACO must be present.
• Contractor weighed the crane without the ACO present.
• The ACO directed reweighing based on the Final Tests and Inspections
clause, causing a 15 day delay to the project critical path.
• Eventually the ACO acknowledged this as a change, and extended the
contract duration by 15 compensable days.

Questions and Common
Mistakes – Delays
• Does a contractor need to provide notice of a delay caused by changes to
the work?
• Yes. Within 20 days of the event that causes the delay.

• Can a contractor stop unaffected work when there is a delay arising from
a change?
• No.

• Is the Government responsible for delays when contractor refuses to
perform changed work until it receives payment?
• No.

Suspensions
•Two types of suspensions:
•Directed Suspensions
•Constructive Suspensions

Suspensions
Directed Suspensions
• FAR 52.242-14 Suspension of Work:
• (a) The Contracting Officer may order the Contractor, in
writing, to suspend, delay, or interrupt all or any part of the
work of this contract for the period of time that the
Contracting Officer determines appropriate for the
convenience of the Government.

Suspensions
Constructive Suspensions
• FAR 52.242-14 Suspension of Work:

• (b) If the performance of all or any part of the work is, for an unreasonable period of time,
suspended, delayed, or interrupted (1) by an act of the Contracting Officer in the
administration of this contract, or (2) by the Contracting Officer's failure to act within the
time specified in this contract (or within a reasonable time if not specified), an adjustment
shall be made for any increase in the cost of performance of this contract (excluding profit)
necessarily caused by the unreasonable suspension, delay, or interruption, and the contract
modified in writing accordingly. However, no adjustment shall be made under this clause for
any suspension, delay, or interruption to the extent that performance would have been so
suspended, delayed, or interrupted by any other cause, including the fault or negligence of
the Contractor, or for which an equitable adjustment is provided for or excluded under any
other term or condition of this contract.

Suspensions
• Notice Issues
• FAR 52.242-14 (c): A claim under this clause shall not be allowed
(1) for any costs incurred more than 20 days before the Contractor
shall have notified the Contracting Officer in writing of the act or
failure to act involved (but this requirement shall not apply as to a
claim resulting from a suspension order), and (2) unless the claim,
in an amount stated, is asserted in writing as soon as practicable
after the termination of the suspension, delay, or interruption, but
not later than the date of final payment under the contract.

Suspensions
Submittal Example
• VA failed to provide adequate personnel to review
contractor’s submittals in a timely fashion.
• Contractor was unable to proceed with the work for 427
days.
• Contractor provided proper notice that it was on constructive
suspension.
• Contractor was able to recover for the constructive
suspension.

Questions and Common
Mistakes – Suspensions
• Is a contractor required to provide notice of a suspension?
• Yes, unless there is a formal direction from the Contracting Officer directing the
suspension.

• Is a contractor required to restart work when ordered to do so?
• Yes.

• Is a contractor constructively suspended if there is still work available to
perform?
• Generally, no.

Questions?
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